This note strengthens, modulo log n factor, the Guth-Katz estimate for the number of pair-wise incidences of lines in R 3 , arising in the context of the plane Erdős distinct distance problem to a second moment bound. This enables one to show that the number of distinct types of three-point hinges, defined by a plane set of n points is ≫ n 2 log −3 n, where a hinge is identified by fixing two pair-wise distances in a point triple.
Given an n-point set P ⊂ R 2 , define a hinge as an equivalence class h = [p, q, r] of (p, q, r) ∈ P 3 , identified by a pair of two fixed distances p − q , q − r . Let H = H(P ) be the set of hinges and r H (h) the number of realisations of a hinge h ∈ H(P ), that is the number of triples (p, q, r) in the equivalence class h. Define E = E H (P ) := h∈H r 2 H (h).
Two triples (p, q, r) and (p ′ , q ′ , r ′ ) are in the same equivalence class if and only if simultaneously
Consider the Elekes-Sharir map (see [1] , and [4] for some generalisations) φ : P 2 → K(R 3 ), acting as (p, p ′ ) → l pp ′ , where K(R 3 ) is the Klein quadric, the set of lines in RP 3 . Explicitly, in Plücker coordinates, with p = (p 1 , p 2 ), etc., one has
It is well known ( [2] , and [4] for some generalisations) that the set of n 2 lines L := {l pp ′ } (p,p ′ )∈P 2 has the property that just O(n) may be concurrent, coplanar or lie in a regulus. The hinge condition (1) holds if and only if simultaneously
It follows that, ν(l) denoting the number of other lines in L, meeting some l ∈ L,
This note uses the standard ≪, ≫, ∼ notations to subsume absolute constants. All point/line sets involved are finite, of cardinality | · |.
Theorem 1
One has E H (P ) ≪ n 4 log 3 n, hence |H| ≫ n 2 log −3 n, for any P ⊂ R 2 , with |P | = n.
The proof is an application of the Guth-Katz type incidence bound for lines in R 3 from the celebrated paper [2] , plus some of its more recent developments.
Theorem 2 (Guth-Katz) Let L be a set of lines in R 3 with at most O(n) lying in a plane or regulus 1 . For k ≥ 2, the number of points where at least k lines meet is
Theorem 2 implies that a typical line from n 2 lines l pp ′ ∈ L from (2) meets O(n log n) other lines. Theorem 1 extends this to a second moment bound: the average, over lines, of the square of the number of lines a line meets, is O(n 2 log 3 n), for the price of a log n factor. Theorem 1 gives a positive answer (up to log n) to the question asked by Iosevich. By
it's easy to see from (2) that a typical line in L meets ∼ n log n lines 1 , and no line meets more than O(n log n) other lines. So the estimate of Theorem 1 may be off by log n from being sharp, while the estimate of Theorem 2 is sharp.
To establish Theorem 1, one uses two somewhat more elaborate variants of Theorem 2, as follows. The first one is a "bipartite" (with two line sets involved not necessarily disjoint) version for k = O(1), which can be found in/extracted from, respectively, [6] , [ 
We will also take advantage of a (quite powerful) generalisation of the Guth-Katz incidence bound, due to Sharir and Solomon [5] .
Theorem 4 Let P be a set of points and L a set of lines in R 3 , with at most O(n) lines lying in a plane. Suppose, L is contained in a zero set of a polynomial of degree d. The number I(P, L) of incidences between P and L satisfies the bound
Note that any set of lines L can be included into a zero set of a polynomial of degree O( |L|). This gives the "generic" case of the latter bound, implicit in the Guth-Katz paper [2] .
1 The regulus constraint matters only in the case k = 2. . . , ≤ n the set P of pair-wise intersections of lines in L into sets P k , consisting of intersection points where some number of lines in the interval [k, 2k) lines meet. Theorem 2, with |L| = n 2 , k ≤ n yields
Given k, for dyadic t = 2, 4, . . . , ≪ n 2 k , let L k,t be the set of t-rich lines, relative to points P k , that is the set of lines in L, supporting some number of points in P k in the interval [t, 2t).
Thus each line l ∈ L can belong to O(log 2 n) sets L k,t . If l supports ν(l) line intersections altogether, then partitioning these intersections by sets P k , with t k intersection points lying in
It follows that Theorem 1 can be violated only if there is some pair (k, t), such that
for a sufficiently large C. Since trivially |L k,t | ≤ n 2 , (4) may possibly take place only for kt ≥ n √ C. Let us show that (4) cannot hold. First, consider separately the case k = O(1) by applying Theorem 3 to L and
If the second term in the latter inequality dominates, then t = O(n), and since k = O(1), (4) cannot hold. If the first term dominates, then
and once again (4) cannot hold.
From now on we may assume that k is sufficiently large, relative to absolute constants, hidden in the ≪, ≫ symbols.
Restrict P k to only its points supported on lines in L k,t . Apply the generic case of Theorem 4, that is setting d = |L k,t |, to estimate the number of incidences I(P k , L k,t ):
There are three cases to consider.
using (3) and that implicit in (4), kt ≥ n. Thus (4) does not hold in Case (i).
Case (ii). Now suppose the third term in (5) dominates, namely
Hence, using (3),
therefore (4) may possibly be true for t ≫ Cn only.
We proceed by putting the set L k,t in a zero set Z of a polynomial of degree d ≪ |P k | t , so P k ⊂ Z, considering incidences between the set of lines L and P k (recall that P k has been restricted to points lying on lines in L k,t ). Let us partition L into L ⊥ and L , where members of L ⊥ do not lie in Z, while those of L do.
By Bezout theorem one has
If the first term in the estimate dominates, then by the estimate on d and (6) one gets
and therefore (4) cannot hold. Otherwise assume
To bound I(P k , L ) we use Theorem 4. This, since k is sufficiently large, yields
If the first term in the latter estimate dominates, then by (8) d ≪ |P k |/n 2 , and hence, from (7), k|P k | ≪ |P k |. This is a contradiction, for k is meant to be sufficiently large.
If the third term dominates, then |P k | ≪ n 2 k and from (6)
since clearly kt ≤ n 2 .
Thus it remains to consider the dominance of the second term in estimate (9). If so, we would have
From the second inequality
thus |P k | ≫ n 3 k, which contradicts (3). Thus (4) does not hold in Case (ii).
